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Figure 1 Schematic for CPG rewiring. 

Background 

By defining the mutual constraints between neurons in neural circuits, central pattern generators (CPGs) enable animals 

to continuously perform rhythmic movements without brain intervention [1]. Leveraging this characteristic, CPGs 

have been shown to optimize robot gait coordination and facilitate smooth gait transitions [2]. However, when a neuron 

within the CPG network fails, the neural circuit, based on its inherent constraint relationships, hard to achieve the pre-

defined rhythmic movements. In this case, it becomes necessary to reconstruct the CPG network to regenerate rhythmic 

movements that achieve similar effects, as shown in Figure 1. Consequently, this research focuses on autonomously 

using CPG-rewiring to regenerate the rhythmic movements of robots when unrepairable errors occur during motion, 

allowing them to continue performing their tasks. 

Your Tasks 

In this thesis, your task will involve acquiring advanced knowledge of Central Pattern Generator 

(CPG) controllers and subsequently developing a rewirable CPG controller for a rat robot with spinal 

neurons. Specifically, you will: 

1. Learn the fundamental principles and applications of CPG controllers in quadruped robots. It is 

recommended to utilize online materials, such as research papers [3]. 

2. Reproduce the results from existing research on CPG rewiring for smooth gait transitions [4]. 

3. Select one of the proposed ideas and investigate a novel algorithm for CPG rewiring to control 

the rat robot. 

Requirements 

High self-motivation; Over Six month working time; Python programming experiences. 

Supervisor: Prof. Alois Knoll  Advisor: Yuhong Huang (yuhong.huang@tum.de) 
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